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The restaurant from Oulu offers 18 different menus and drinks on the card at an average price of $11.1. What
User likes about Pub Graali:

an English art pub with a large selection of beer. the pub has a strange layout and is only really sitting places for
groups of 3 or 4 they have board games and some are in English. they also show premier league football. the

beer is expensive, but also the rest of Finland! read more. What User doesn't like about Pub Graali:
this is a pub near the Oulu marketplace. different choice of beer, drinks and other drinks. there is a covered

drinking area with a view of the market direction. type of rooms do not fit well for, well, any crowds people. it is
difficult to move in the bar a free space, and perhaps the people remain in the bar. this makes it more difficult to
move or even place an order at the bar. there is no table service here. read more. On the drinks menu of Pub

Graali, there is something fine for everyone, At the bar, you can relax with a freshly tapped beer or other
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Of course, the right drink to accompany a meal is a must; for this purpose,
this gastropub offers you a large diversity of tasty, regional alcoholic beverages like beer or wine, You will not

only have an attractive outlook of the deliciously prepared meals, but you will also be offered a beautiful outlook
of some of the regional landmarks.
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Beer
STELLA ARTOIS 9 €

Bottle� & Can�
PUNK IPA 10 €

Dra� Beer�
CROWMOOR DRY APPLE 9 €

Feature� Dra��
1664 BLANC 9 €

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

PILSNER URQUELL 8 €

O� Tap
GUINNESS DRAUGHT (NITRO) 9 €

KARHU III 7 €

Tul�s�
ZAPPA JA HAI 12 €

TENTACULE 11 €

PYÖVELI 12 €

Hanass� - O� tap
FARMHOUSE ALIEN 10 €

BERMUDAN SOLMIO 12 €

PUMPATTAVA BARBAARI 10 €

MALPHAS (2022) 13 €

EI SOITELLA KOTIIN 13 €

HEDELMÄPELI VADELMA,
MUSTIKKA, LIME 13 €

ORIGINAL IRISH CIDER 9 €
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Opening Hours:
Saturday 14:00-04:00
Sunday 14:00-02:00
Monday 14:00-02:00
Tuesday 14:00-02:00
Wednesday 14:00-03:00
Thursday 14:00-03:00
Friday 14:00-04:00
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